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Linear Poroelastic Cancellous
Bone Anisotropy: Trabecular Solid
Elastic and Fluid Transport
Properties
The mechanical performance of cancellous bone is characterized using experi
which apply linear poroelasticity theory. It is hypothesized that the anisotropic organ
tion of the solid and pore volumes of cancellous bone can be physically characte
separately (no deformable boundary interactive effects) within the same bone sa
Due to its spongy construction, the in vivo mechanical function of cancellous or trab
lar bone is dependent upon fluid and solid materials which may interact in a hydra
convective fashion during functional loading. This project provides insight into the o
nization of the tissue, i.e., the trabecular connectivity, by defining the separate natu
this biphasic performance. Previous fluid flow experiments [Kohles et al., 2001, Jou
of Biomechanics,34(11), pp. 1197–1202] describe the pore space via orthotropic perm
ability. Ultrasonic wave propagation through the trabecular network is used to desc
the solid component via orthotropic elastic moduli and material stiffness coefficients
linear poroelastic nature of the tissue is further described by relating transport (fluid fl
and elasticity (trabecular load transmission) during regression analysis. In addition
empirical relationship between permeability and porosity is applied to the collected d
Mean parameters in the superior-inferior (SI) orientation of cubic samples~n520! har-
vested from a single bovine distal femur were the largest~p,0.05! in comparison to
medial-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) orientations: Apparent elastic modu
(2,139 MPa), permeability~4.65310210 m2), and material stiffness coefficient (13.
GPa). A negative correlation between permeability as a predictor of structural ela
modulus supported a parametric relationship in the ML~R250.4793!, AP ~R2

50.3018!, and SI~R250.6445! directions~p,0.05!. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1503374#
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1 Introduction
Within the structural hierarchy of cancellous bone, it can

represented as biphasic in nature. The combination of trabec
rods-plates and a hierarchical pore space filled with viscous fl
and vascular tissue creates a complex mechanical response d
loading@1–4#. Any contributions to the apparent modulus or yie
strength via ‘‘hydraulic stiffening’’ may arise from the contain
ment of the internal fluid by the cortical shell or the trabecu
matrix itself. However, this effect has not been fully characteriz
and is most likely associated with small dynamic time scales@5#.
Within linear poroelasticity theory, the unique biphasic mecha
cal loading response within this bony tissue is described by: 1! the
large difference in bulk moduli between the solid and fluid co
ponents and 2! small local tissue deformations@6#. This perfor-
mance should not be confused with the biphasic description
soft tissues~similar solid/fluid moduli and large deformations! @7#.
Describing the properties of the distinct volumetric spaces~solid
and porous! may provide some insight into their functional inte
action during mechanical loading.

The mechanical and transport properties of bone have been
scribed as highly dependent upon orientation and anatomica
cation @8–11#. The inter-connectivity of the trabecular netwo
defines the spatial@12–14# and directional@15,16# dependencies
that influence the structural elasticity. These descriptions are
ally defined with respect to principal trabecular orientations
well as primary anatomic directions.

Bone structural anisotropies have also been characterized u
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fluid dynamics via streaming potentials, traces, and flow visu
ization @17–21#. The mechanics of the internal fluid have be
described@22–25# as dependent upon functional pressure diff
entials during structural loading@26#. The characteristic of this
convective mass transfer is dependent upon the shape of the a
able space for flow@27,28#. Ultimately this fluid flow affects the
state of bone cells~osteocytes! and is a component of the biologi
mechanosensory system proposed@29# for the cellular mainte-
nance or degeneration of tissue via osteoblasts and osteocla

The objective of this study was to investigate the relationsh
between the structural anisotropic, elastic and transport prope
of cancellous bone in the primary anatomic directions in suc
way as to minimize hydraulic interactions~as described by finite
deformation theory!. This application of linear elasticity theory
and biphasic characterization requires that the pore space be
acterized without mechanically influencing the solid compone
In addition, the trabecular solid properties must be quantifi
without altering the pore space boundary. This resulting inform
tion will contribute to the development of anisotropic poroelast
ity experimental protocols@30# and help to test the validity of
linear poroelastic theory as a descriptor of cancellous bone.

2 Methods

2.1 Parametric Relationships. Experimental techniques
were designed to characteristically isolate the pore and s
spaces without functional interaction~linear poroelasticity! based
upon the following parametric descriptions. Transport phenom
can be used to describe fluid~m! flow through the open pore

-
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volume (Apore) within a length (L) of bone. Flow (Q) due to an
applied pressure (p) and can be described by permeability (k)
using Darcy’s Law:

k5
QmL

rApore
(1)

An analogous description can be applied using elasticity to
scribe load transmission through the solid volume (Asolid) within a
length (L) of bone. Solid deformation (DL) or strain~«! due to an
applied force (F) or stress~s! can be described by elastic mod
lus (E) using Hooke’s Law:

E5
s

«
5

FL

DLAsolid
(2)

Thus direct and inverse relationships are apparent between t
when comparing the analogous systems described by these
ficients~equations~1! and~2!! which appear in constitutive equa
tions. Relationships are noted for permeability and elastic mo
lus and their respective effort variables~p and F! and flow
variables~Q andDL) used to describe the fluid and solid phas
@31#. These descriptions are not affected or constrained by
interaction between the phases~fluid pressure does not deform th
solid nor does solid deformation pressurize the fluid! @30,32#.
Thus independent measurements without interaction may
achieved with the experimental application of low-pressure, di
perfusion and low-force, ultrasonic wave propagation.

2.2 Tissue Preparation. A two-tailed power analysis con
ducted on preliminary permeability and elasticity data from u
directional (n56 cylinders! and multidirectional (n54 cubes!
experiments@33,34#, determined that testing a minimum of 1
samples would provide the strength necessary to identify the
tistical influence of orientation (a21595%). Twenty cubic
samples ~mean volume1/2 standard deviation54.09 cm3

1/20.13! were harvested from a single bovine distal femo
condyle age 18–24 months. Anatomic orientation and origin w
recorded during the harvesting procedure. The samples w
cleaned through iterations of soaking~water, trichloroethylene!,
ultrasonication, airjetting, and centrifugation. Details of the h
vesting and cleaning procedures have been previously desc
@35#. An Archimedes’s displacement technique was used to de
mine a homogenized pore volume, porosity~P!, irrespective of
cross-sectional orientation.

2.3 Transport Properties. The intrinsic permeability (ki)
of each bone sample was measured using a previously rep
experimental technique@35# based upon fluid flow through porou
media described by Eq.~1!:

ki5
ṁiLim

rADp
(3)

for mass flow rate (ṁi),sample length (Li), fluid viscosity ~m!,
fluid density ~r!, pore cross-sectional area~A!, and the pressure
gradient across the sample (Dp). Three tests were conducted
each of three orthogonal directions, fori5Medial-Lateral~ML !,
Anterior-Posterior~AP!, and Superior-Inferior~SI!, on all twenty
cubes for a total of 180 permeability tests. For transport meas
ments, water (rwater51.00 g/cm3, mwater51.00 cp at 20°C! flowed
from an elevated reservoir to a collection reservoir. A minim
hydrostatic pressure differential (Dp51744 Pa! was maintained
through each bone sample. The mass flow rate was acquired
tinuously from the collection reservoir using a digital sca
~Ohaus Navigator 800, Florham Park, NJ! and a PC-based virtua
instrument~LabView, National Instruments, Corp., Austin, TX!.

In addition to direct measurements, an empirical relations
between permeability and porosity was approximated using
Kozeny equation@5,36,37#:
522 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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k~P!5
C•P3

SV~P!2 (4)

The surface area to sample volume ratio (SV) was calculated as-
suming that the measured pore volume for each cancellous
was comprised of intertrabecular void spaces, spherical in sh
with a characteristic lineal dimension of up to 1 mm@6,35#. The
‘‘Kozeny constant’’ (C), a void shape parameter, was numerica
adjusted to fit the permeability and porosity measurements~see
Data Analysis below!.

2.4 Elastic Properties. The anisotropic elastic moduli o
the cancellous structure (Ei) and the trabecular material stiffnes
coefficients (ci) were calculated using an ultrasound pulse tra
mission technique demonstrated previously@38#. This technique
characterizes the effect of load transmission through the tissu
identified by equation~2!, while minimizing the effects of tissue
deformation (DL'0) and thus valid for characterizing linear po
roelasticity theory. The apparent density (ra5rm(12P)) and the
solid material density (rm) were determined for each sampl
Propagation velocities (v i) were then measured with sending an
receiving longitudinal wave transducers, a pulser-receiver~Model
5058PR, Panametrics, Waltham, MA!, and a multichannel oscil-
loscope~Model TDS460A, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR!. System
delays were determined and accounted for during the meas
ment of propagation times@34#. Longitudinal transducers with a
frequency of 100 kHz~Model X1020, Panametrics! were used to
find the structural~or apparent! elastic moduli:

Ei5rav i
2 (5)

where the wavelength of the propagating wave (l.15 mm! is
longer than the sample dimension~long wavelength theory! as
validated in earlier work@39#. Longitudinal wave transducers with
a frequency of 10 MHz~Model V112, Panametrics! were applied
to determine the trabecular material stiffness coefficients:

ci5rmv i
2 (6)

The use of Eq.~6! assumes that the wavelength of the propagat
wave (l,0.3 mm! is near the size of a trabecula and the prop
gating distance between transducers follows a straight trabec
path. There is some error in the application of Eq.~6! to samples
with a bone volume fraction of less than 1.0. Comparisons
tween columnar oriented trabeculae and randomly oriented tr
culae demonstrated an error up to 45% for similar~95% confi-
dence interval of 61.4% to 72.2%! porosity values@40#. We
assume that the error encountered here will be much less
45% due to sample orientation which is coincident with anatom
orientation and thus an assumed orthotropic symmetry. Th
measurements in each of the three orthogonal directionsi
5ML, AP, and SI! using the two sets of transducers were co
ducted on all twenty cubes for 360 total ultrasound measureme

2.5 Data Analysis. Two-factor analysis of variance
~ANOVA ! was applied to all collected data to explore the effe
of tissue heterogeneity and anisotropy as predictors of elastic
transport properties~Statview v5.0, SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC!.
Linear and nonlinear regression analysis was also applied to
parametric relationships. Statistical significance was assumed
all comparisons with ap,0.05. The empirical Kozeny permeabi
ity equation was fit to the permeability versus porosity data. T
‘‘Kozeny constant’’ (C) was solved to minimize the root mea
square~RMS! error between the calculated and measured aver
permeability values using a generalized reduced gradient, non
ear optimization code~Excel 2000, Microsoft, Redmond, WA!.

3 Results
All elastic and transport parameters demonstrated an ove

statistical dependence on measurement direction (p,0.05) while
independent of anatomic location (p.0.05). Consistently, the
highest mean values~1/2 standard deviation! of apparent elastic
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 1 The relationship between anisotropic, apparent elastic moduli and
transport properties in bovine cancellous bone. The plots show: A … the mean
and error values „standard deviation, sd, or standard error of the mean, sem …

for modulus and permeability; B … the orthotropic data for all samples „n
Ä20…; and C … the linear trendlines with coefficients that are statistically differ-
ent than zero „pË0.5… for the three orientations „when combined, R2

Ä0.0405…. Permeability values were originally presented in Kohles et al. †35‡.
o
h

r

s
nd
modulus ~2,139 1/2455 MPa! and permeability (4.65310210

1/23.50310210 m2! were measured in the SI direction~Fig.
1A!. These SI values were statistically similar to AP directi
values (p.0.05) in addition to being statistically greater than t
ML direction values (p,0.05). Although parametrically related
the negative correlation between permeability as a predicto
structural elastic modulus~Figs. 1B and 1C! varied in the ML
al Engineering
n
e

,
of

(R250.4793), AP (R250.3018), and SI (R250.6445) directions
(p,0.05). The influence of porosity on elastic modulus~Fig. 2A!
and permeability ~Fig. 2B! indicated strong relationships. A
Kozeny constant (C50.022), as an indicator of void shape, wa
determined by minimizing the error between the predicted a
calculated permeabilities (RMS51.99310210 m2!. Trabecular
material stiffness was also higher in the SI direction~13.61/23.0
OCTOBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 523
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Fig. 2 A graphical comparison between porosity as a predictor of: A … apparent
elastic moduli and B … permeability. The Kozeny equation was fit to the perme-
ability versus porosity data as a means to empirically describe this relationship
„CÄ0.022, equation 4 ….
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GPa! in comparison with the ML (p,0.05, 7.931/22.54 GPa!
and AP (p.0.05, 12.501/22.78 GPa! directions ~Fig. 3! and
was positively correlated as a predictor of structural modu
(R250.3172).

4 Discussion
In this study, the anisotropy of cancellous bone was charac

ized through the use of two distinct measurement techniques.
use of low-level fluid pressures and ultrasonic wave propaga
experiments provided the means to minimize hydraulic bipha
couplings and thus measure linear poroelastic mechanical pa
eters within single cubic bone samples. The experimental s
was designed to enforce the assumption that the boundaries o
elastic porous solid do not move due to the loading environm
BER 2002
lus

ter-
The
ion
sic
am-
tup
f the
nt.

This movement would be on the order of the displacement gr
ents squared but has been neglected, as in linear elasticity th

The resulting orthotropic values were consistent with those p
duced in distinct elasticity@8# and transport@9,10# investigations.
Structural elastic modulus of bovine cancellous bone in super
inferior orientations was found to be slightly higher than that d
termined by Njeh et al.@41# ~1,195 MPa! and Ashman et al.@39#
~1,158 MPa!. Reported material stiffness coefficient values, whi
are a measure of the trabecular solid elasticity, were simila
moduli of individual trabeculae for bovine bone described by As
man and Rho@42# ~10.9 GPa! as well as human bone described b
Ashman and Rho@42# ~13.0 GPa! and Rho et al.@43# ~14.8 GPa!.
Cancellous bone permeabilities were within the same orde
magnitude reported by others and summarized previously@35#.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 3 The relationship between anisotropic, apparent elastic moduli and ma-
terial stiffness coefficients. A linear regression applied to the combined data
results in a positive correlation with R2Ä0.3172.
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A utility of the presented techniques is in the potential
complement finite element modeling and examine functional
aptation issues. With recent advances in micro computed tom
raphy and computational systems, small-scale modeling
become more accurate in its description of cancellous bone f
tion @44#. A variety of mechanical evaluation techniques are c
rently being applied to distinguish apparent and material prop
ties while considering solid-phase anisotropy@45–47#. Validation
of the available models@48#, while examining structural hierar
chies and time-dependent changes in tissue organization,
strengthen both the accuracy of a particular model’s results as
as its potential therapeutic application.

The direct measurements of cancellous bone poroelastic co
cients described here can be used to predict some of the fluid-
functional parameters derived via consolidation mechanical t
ing @40#. This technique may also provide a preliminary asse
ment of anisotropy@49# as a precursor to mechanical evaluati
along principal axes of symmetry. Poroelasticity or consolidat
theory provides a constitutive relationship explicitly relating t
strain contributions of the solid phase and fluid phase due to
applied load environment@6#. Drained and undrained, triaxia
compression testing are required to characterized the compon
of the compliance matrix and the effects on pore pressure@30,50#.
This testing regimen has been used for multiaxial evaluation
trabecular failure @51# although complete experimental cha
acterization of the poroelastic constitutive relationship is as
forthcoming.

This paper describes the ability to nondestructively quan
structural and material properties in multiple orientations withi
single bone sample without deformation-induced hydraulic
fects. This characterization can provide an initial assessmen
poroelastic anisotropy before applying more rigorous mechan
testing as well as contribute to phenomenological and/or com
tational descriptions of cancellous bone structure-function@52#.
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